Life skills

Weekly activities

Looking after wild animals
Hedgehogs need water to live – try putting a
shallow dish of water in your garden for the
hedgehogs to drink.
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Week Commencing 18 May 2020
English and Communication
Non-fiction writing
1. Draw and describe a hedgehog.
2. Where do hedgehogs live?
3. What do they eat?
4. When do they come out? In the day or
night?
5. What do you call a baby hedgehog?
6. What do you call a male and female
hedgehog?
7. Is a hedgehog a pet or a wild animal?
Makaton
Sign the word ‘hedgehog’ and some of the foods
they eat.
Physical Education

Just Dance – YouTube
I know how we love to dance so let’s get moving
and ‘Keep Dancing’
Queen songs – Brian May (guitarist)
• Another One Bites the Dust
• Don’t Stop Me Now
• Crazy Little Thing Called Love
PE with James
Go to the NRCS website: Parent Page/PE
activities

Message from Class teacher
Hello Neptune Class,

Remember to change the water so that it is
fresh and clean.

How are you doing? Are you ok? I’m missing you all.

Watch my video on Hedgehogs.

Well this week we have some fun learning linked to
another special person.
This week it is Brian May. He is a wildlife campaigner

and rock star! He has done a lot of work with Amazing
Grace – a charity that looks after and protects
hedgehogs.
Brian May has lots of different jobs, so let’s find out
more about him.
As always, you can complete all the tasks or just pick
and choose the ones that you like best.
Take care and stay safe.
Love from Jo

Interactive Video Activity

Watch ‘Meet the Hedgehogs’ on My 5 - this will
give you lots of information and a quiz at the end
of the episode. Have Fun!
Watch ‘You are the Champions’ – Lockdown
version for the carers and support workers.

EHCP Link (Independent Living – Personal care):
Remember to wash your hands after you have
been outside (Happy Birthday song twice).
Deeper Learning: Why should we have a bath,
shower or wash every day?
What are germs?
Maths
Measurement (Time)
• Can you remember when hedgehogs come
out? What time of the day?
• Interactive activity at Top Marks
Tasks
• Fold a piece of paper in half – write day on
one half and night on the other. Draw or
write about the things that you do in the day
and night.
• Practise reading the time to the nearest hour
and half hour.
• Read the time on a digital clock – think about
what time of the day you have breakfast,
dinner and tea.

